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As you know we have been carrying out the HS manufacture at risk during the licensing process, in order that the 
packages may be used once the license is approved . We have always found that when manufacture is scaled up from 
prototypes to full production several issues arise and unfortunately this has once again been the case . Our first issue is 
that when we carried at the 0-ring test as defined in the SAR the 0-rings performed during the high temperature test 
however for the 155°C test at 1000 hours the results were marginal. We therefore felt that we would prefer not use the 
EPDM 0 -rings with this design as we didn't feel the performance would meet the conditions specified in the SAR. We 
therefore would like to move to Viton GLT which has a temperature range of -40°C to 200°C. We feel by choosing 0 -
rings with a thermal rating which generously envelopes the specification in the SAR, we can remove the 0 -ring tests in 
section 8, would the NRC agree? Because the expansion coefficient is different with Viton than EPDM, we have to 
increase the width of the 0 -ring groove, to take into account the thermal expansion. We propose to amend the 
licensing drawings with this change. 

The other issue we have had is with the manufacture of the DU, for whom our supplier is MSC, Energy Solutions, Oak 
Ridge. MSC advised Croft regarding the DU specification, using their experience with the 2% Mo alloy DU provided by 
MSC for the MIDUS packages. MSC stated that the Charpy for this material at 212C would be 10 ft-lbs, and based on 
their information we put this specification in the SARP and on the licensing drawings. However, when MSC started to 
manufacture the DU parts for the Safkeg-HS they found on checking the material properties that they were not able to 
achieve a Charpy of> 7.8 ft lbs - MSC tried 3 different melts without success. Having carried out a literature search and 
consulting other suppliers, we find that pure DU can be expected to have a Charpy of~ 10ft lbs, but for 2% Mo DU the 
Charpy would be~ 7ft lbs. Therefore we regard the Charpy of ~ 10ft lbs that we put in the SARP to be an error and we 
propose to amend the licensing drawings to correct this. 

We would like to include the 0-ring and DU change in the next revision of the SAR that I am producing: would this be 
acceptable? We are anxious to avoid another round of RFQs and to cause undue delays in the manufacturing ofthe 

Safkeg-HS packages; what can we do to make this possible? 

Thank you, 
Sarah 

Sarah Bryson 
Licensing Engineer 
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